I am pleased to announce the appointment of Charles Anderson as Associate Editor for Chapter Chatter. Charlie is replacing Marty Berman, who has resigned after five years of dedicated service. Chapter Chairmen and other interested parties are invited to send all chapter related news to Charlie at 2 Bauer Ave., Oakhurst, N.J. 07755.

In accordance with a request made during the March ADCOM meeting, the Summer issue of the newsletter will contain a roster of G-EMC members. The listing will be alphabetical by Regions and Sections, but will not include addresses. It was last published in July, 1969, and comprised six pages. The current list is expected to consume five pages of the newsletter, thus reducing the news contents by one third.

The selection of material for publication in the G-EMC Newsletter is not arbitrary. It is governed by IEEE policies and ADCOM preferences. The editors lean toward publishing news and letters sent to us by members, since this encourages membership participation and involvement. Unfortunately, we often receive material from various sources which is dated and does not fit within our publication schedule. The schedule is not very flexible, since we are governed by post office 2nd class periodical regulations.

Cost and space available are also limiting factors. IEEE related material is given first priority, but other material is often included based upon its relative importance. We have feature items, such as Book Reviews prepared by Associate Editor Jim Hill; Chapter Chatter prepared in the past by Associate Editor Marty Berman; ADCOM Reports and Problems and Solutions prepared by Associate Editor Bill Duff, which we try to include with every issue. We are also fortunate in having selected material prepared by our corresponding Editor, Rex Daniels.

In fact, there is sufficient news available to make the newsletter at least twice its present size. Therefore, the editor must exercise his discretion in selecting material to be published. For this reason, comments, constructive criticism, desires, preferences, etc., are welcome from all Group members and will be given fullest consideration in the preparation of the Group's Newsletter.

Respectfully submitted,

(Sgd.) ROBERT D. GOLDBLUM,
Editor
G-EMC Newsletter
REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE

June 19, 1973

The 1973 IEEE International Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility marked an increased international participation. There were 14 papers by non-USA authors on the program and, in addition, an increase in non-USA attendees as a result of the CISPR meeting preceding the symposium. The Chairman of CISPR, Prof. Stumpers delivered a paper on CISPR at the opening session of our symposium.

The committee has been working with various European engineering groups and the AE-4 Committee of SAE to arrange an EMC Symposium at Montreaux in May, 1975. A trip was made to Montreaux to discuss the Symposium, assess the Montreaux facilities and observe the management operation of the International Television Symposium by the Montreaux Conference Bureau.

There was enthusiastic support for the symposium by all of the representatives of the European organizations and an obvious desire to have our group participate and support the meeting. It must be pointed out that the G-EMC Transactions is the only periodical on EMC available in Europe and that English is the language that is generally accepted and understood by those working in this field. Our cosponsorship of the symposium will not involve any financial risk because the meeting will be planned to be self supporting with the provision that any deficit will be borne by the Montreaux Conference Bureau. The dates of May 20-21-22, 1975, have been selected to immediately precede the Ninth International Television Symposium so that those who have an interest in both meetings can make one trip to attend both. Exhibitors may also do both symposia with one exhibit and one staff.

The committee recommends that the Group give support by cosponsorship and participation to the fullest extent. While this meeting may seem to compete with our symposium in San Antonio, we should not overlook the real need for an EMC symposium to satisfy the requirements of our European members, as well as those who are prospective members. Our support as a cosponsor will verify our interest in EMI/EMC as a subject for international study and action. We are fortunate to be in a position to lend support to the very talented committee of technical and management representatives who will take the burden of the work of running this 1975 EMC symposium.

Respectfully submitted,

(Sgd.) James S. Hill, Chairman

RICHARD SCHULZ

Dick Schulz, one of our well known members of the Group, and a hardworking member of ADCOM, is a candidate for IEEE Director of Division III. This Division includes the following Groups/Societies:

- G-2 Broadcasting
- G-8 Broadcast and Television Receivers
- S-10 Aerospace and Electronic Systems
- S-19 Communications
- G-27 Electromagnetic Compatibility

His statement of position, along with those of other candidates, is appearing in the August issue of Spectrum and qualifications will appear on the ballot form.
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IEEE has completed the lengthy process of amending its Certificate of Consolidation. The Certificate, commonly called the "Charter" is the legal document that created IEEE as a merger of the AIEE and the IRE. The amended Certificate will permit IEEE to engage in programs concerning the professional activities of its members.

Events leading to IEEE broadening its scope of activities began in early 1972. A membership survey revealed that members would favor this type of new activity. Constitutional amendments permitting these additional aims were voted upon. The results were announced at a special evening panel during the Northeast Electronics Research and Engineering Meeting (NEREM). Approximately 85% of the vote favored the new amendments. The next step in this complicated legal process was a membership meeting that was held in January, 1973. At that time, the membership overwhelmingly approved changing the Certificate of Consolidation. Finally, on May 18th, the amended Certificate was signed by a New York State Supreme Court Justice and the added goals of IEEE became legally possible.

This change enables IEEE to engage in professional activities, conduct and publish surveys and reports of professional concern, collaborate with public bodies and other societies for the benefit of the engineering profession as a whole, and establish standards of qualification and ethical conduct.

---

Report of the Awards and Fellows Committee

The group has three members who have been nominated for Fellow and processed through the new group evaluation system. Selection of the new Fellows is announced in December.

The new Best Transactions Paper Prize Award was made at the Symposium. The editor and his staff of associate editors selected the paper "Excitation of a Coaxial Line Through a Transverse Slot" authored by C. W. Harrison, Jr., and R. W. P. King, which appeared in the November 1972 issue of the G-EMC Transactions.

The following group awards will be made at the 1973 G-EMC Symposium:

- Certificate of Appreciation - John O'Neill
- Certificate of Appreciation - Ira M. Berman
- Certificate of Achievement - Arlon T. Adams
- Certificate of Achievement - Henning F. Harmuth
- Certificate of Recognition - Joseph J. Fisher
- Citation - John W. McDonald, Jr.
- Honorary Life Member - Carl L. Frederick

A certificate will be prepared for the chairman, vice chairman, and secretary for a presentation ceremony by the Chapter Activities Chairman at a chapter meeting. Announcement of the award will be made at the 1973 G-EMC Symposium. The Central Texas chapter was in second place and the Atlanta chapter in third place.

---

1974 IEEE INTERCON PLANS

IEEE's Conference Board announced plans for the Institute's 1974 exposition and convention in New York, welcomed two new directors to the board, and named the chairman of next year's technical program.

Board Chairman Carroll G. Killen, Jr. (Sprague Electric) announced that IEEE INTERCON will be presented March 25-29 at the New York Coliseum and in a new headquarters hotel -- the Statler-Hilton. He said that board members voted unanimously in favor of the newly remodeled and refurbished Statler-Hilton after an extensive survey of all Manhattan hotel choices. For INTERCON's purposes, the Statler-Hilton has a number of major advantages: proximity to Penn Station for arriving convention visitors, excellent facilities for major technical sessions and the many smaller meetings held during INTERCON week, and large ballrooms for conventional social events. The hotel also offers 2000 sleeping rooms for visitors.

The technical program and other meetings will run Mon thru Thursday at the hotel. The INTERCON exposition will open Tues morning at the N. Y. Coliseum and close Fri afternoon, with evening show hours on Wednesday. Free-of-charge shuttle bus service will run continuously between the hotel at 34th and 7th and the Coliseum on Columbus Circle. Killen noted that there is also convenient subway service between the two locations.

Killen also reported that exhibitors in this year's INTERCON had strongly supported the Tuesday-Friday exhibit schedule in a just completed survey. More than 92 percent responses (with 60 percent responding) were pleased with the schedule, but a significant number wanted one "show evening" to accommodate visitors who could not attend during the day.
G-EMC OPINION POLL

In our last issue of the Newsletter, we mentioned a survey taken by the L.A. chapter of G-EMC. EMC Consultant Robert B. Cowdell has been kind enough to send us the results of the survey. He notes that there were 57 responses which represent approximately one third of the local chapter mailing list.

Many of the questions were of interest only to local people since they referred to meeting sites, dates, etc. The following questions (and answers) may be of more general interest.

13. What do you like best about meetings?
   - Tech info 39%  Fellowship 17%
   - No answer 30%  Contacts 9%
   - BS & booze 5%

14. What single thing could be done to improve meetings?
   - No answer 50%  Better Tech. 9%
   - Start on time 9%  Misc. 32%
   - * X Rated movies
   - Dancing girls
   - Get single women to attend

IEEE

15. How do you feel about the $42 cost of joining IEEE?
   - a. reasonable 20%
   - b. too much 38%
   - c. excessive 22%
   - d. keeps me from joining G-EMC 16%
   - e. get out 2%

16. Please comment on value received
   (a) IEEE General - $35
      - No answer 41%  No value 45%
      - Worth it 2%  Don't know 6%
      - Fair 6%
   (b) G-EMC - $7
      - No answer 40%  Great 44%
      - Misc 16%

17. Should the G-EMC
   (a) go independent 27%
   (b) remain with IEEE 53%
   (c) affiliate with SAE 20%

LETTERS

Mr. Robert D. Goldblum
Editor, EMC Newsletter

Dear Mr. Goldblum:

I read with interest your April Newsletter and compliment you for turning out a group newsletter that is distinctly better than the average.

The letter from your loyal reader, quoted on page 3, was of particular interest. In response to a questionnaire, he noted that "G-EMC should repair part of IEEE". I thoroughly agree! We need a great deal of repair. The only question is where G-EMC would like to begin. Let me suggest maintenance of the IEEE standards in electromagnetic compatibility. You doubtless know of other areas to work in as well.

Good luck!

Sincerely yours,

(Sgd.) Bruce B. Barrow

DOES YOUR VOTE COUNT?

According to J. Paul Georgi, Chairman of the G-EMC Nominations Committee, only about 30% of the G-EMC membership bothers to vote each year for new ADCOM members. This is pretty good when compared to other technical groups, but not good enough. You will be given the chance to select six new members of ADCOM later this summer when you receive a ballot automatically in the mail. These elected members will represent you and be your voice in administrative policies. A short biographical sketch will accompany the ballot. You have a vote. But if you want it to count, you must return the ballot to IEEE Headquarters by the prescribed date.
LIGHTNING FILMS RELEASED

Four new films dealing with lightning and aircraft are now available on request from J. J. Fisher, Naval Air Systems Command, Code 6335, Washington, D. C. 20360 (202) 2-5276. Films are titled (1) Early History of Lightning/P-Static & Aircraft Design (2) Advancement of Lightning/P-Static Research, (3) Lightning P-Static Hazards, (4) Aircraft Advance Design.

NEW STANDARD ON ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

A new standard on EM radiation is being published by IEEE for the ANSI. It deals with "Techniques & Instrumentation for the Measurement of Potentially Hazardous EM Radiation at Microwave Frequencies" and has already been adopted by the D, O, D. Available at $5. from IEEE Standards Office, 345 E. 47th St., New York, N. Y. 10017.

ANSI RELEASES 1973 CATALOG OF STANDARDS


CHANGES IN ORGANIZATION AT WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB

The Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) is now the focal point of all Air Force EMCE work while the A, F, Avionics Laboratory is no longer in the EMC business. All EMC work is now controlled by the ASD office under the direction of Sam Skolnick and EMC efforts at ESD are now coordinated with ASD. They have an AFSC Program Direction to develop a systems approach to the control of lightning and precipitation static. The program plan which is being developed identifies tasks that are needed toward the EMC of missiles, ground systems and aircraft. Completion date is set for April 15, 1973. Dr. Robb, LTRI, and Plumber, GE, are working up suggestions to revise MIL-B-5087B for submission to ASD. Others are invited to submit comments relative to lightning protection. ASD is also working in the TEMPEST field and EED radiation hazards and is currently cataloging EEDs for sensitivity to radiated fields. They are not involved in biological hazards or EMP studies.

EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTERS (ELT) CONTROL

DOT Advisory Circular No. 20-81 dated 10 Oct 72 alerted the general aviation community to the harmful effects of accidental or unauthorized use of emergency locator transmitters and suggests means of containing or controlling radiated energy on the emergency frequencies during testing. The following paragraphs have been excerpted from the circular:

"Maintenance testing of an ELT should be conducted in a screen room or metal enclosure to ensure that electromagnetic energy is not radiated during repairs, thereby causing a false search procedure to be initiated. Any necessary testing of an ELT, external to a shielded enclosure, e.g., installed in an airplane, should be performed as described below.

'Prior to the installation of an ELT in an airplane it may be operationally tested in a screen room or metal enclosure to determine that it is in working order. It is good practice to have a radio receiver, tuned to 121.5 megahertz, close at hand during an installation to monitor this frequency. In the event that an ELT is inadvertently activated it should be turned off at once.

CANADIAN LEGAL STANDARDS FOR TOLERABLE LIMITS FROM ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE AND EQUIPMENT

Mr. Frank Garlington, at the March G-46 EIA EMC Committee meeting, called attention to a new Canadian law which has given mandatory status to the Canadian Standards Association's standards C22. 4 No. 101-1972, "Electromagnetic Interference Measuring Instruments" and CSA Standard C22. 4 No. 105-1972, "Tolerable Limits and Special Methods of Measurement of Electromagnetic Interference from Electrical Appliances and Equipment". Copies of these standards, along with CSA Specification C22. 2 No. 8-1945, "Construction and Test of Suppressors for Radio Interference", are forwarded for your information.

Mr. H. W. Robinson of the Canadian Standards Association has informed EIA that they are reviewing CSA Standard C22. 4, No. 105-1972 and would appreciate receiving any comments that the addressees might have. Mr. Garlington will be associated with the CSA Committee working on these standards and any comments or recommendations should be sent to him. His address is:

Mr. Frank E. Garlington
Sprague Electric Company
87 Marshall Street
North Adams, Ma. 01247
SHORT COURSE ON ACTIVE FILTER DESIGN

December 10-12, 1973

This course provides the circuit design engineer with the technical background and design data needed for designing active filters. It includes filter design examples and a design workshop session.

TOPICS:
- Filter transfer functions
- Frequency transformations
- RC networks
- Operational amplifiers
- Sensitivity analysis
- Q-multiplication
- Some Sallen and Key networks
- Gyrators, circuit theory - integrated circuit design - the stability problem. Practical notes on thin film active filters.
- The Biquad resonator

STAFF: PHILIP R. GEFFE, Fellow Engineer at the Westinghouse Defense and Space Center, Baltimore, Md.; author of more than 30 research papers and technical articles on network theory, filter design, and miscellaneous subjects; author of Simplified Modern Filter Design (Rider 1963); his article "Toward High Stability in Active Filters", appeared in the May 1970 issue of Spectrum.

FEE: $230

For further information, write to the Continuing Engineering Education Program, The George Washington University, Washington, D. C. 20006 or call (202) 676-6106.

ICC '74 MEETING

The 1974 IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC74) will be held at the Leamington Hotel in Minneapolis, Minn., June 17-19, 1974.

The theme will be "Communications - Providing Intellectual Bridges for a Shrinking World". Original papers, not submitted elsewhere, are invited, but not limited to, the following technical areas:
- Computer and data communications systems
- Communication switching
- Radio and space communications
- Communication theory
- Communication systems
- Optical and millimeter-wave technology
- Wire transmission system
- Satellite communications
- Communication electronics
- Signal processing

Prospective authors are requested to send five (5) clear copies of both the paper and a one page summary to:

Dr. M. S. Ulstad, ICC 74
P. O. Box 35366
Minneapolis, Minn. 55345

The copies must be received by December 17, 1973.

EMC FIGURE-OF-MERIT SEMINAR

A one day seminar on EMC Figure-of-Merit for receivers and transmitters will be held on Thursday, October 18th, at the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center, Annapolis, Md. Discussions will be held on work to date by, and future plans of, an ad hoc committee. This seminar should be of particular interest to receiver and transmitter manufacturers as well as certain government agencies. Attendance may be limited to the earliest applicants by available meeting space. If you wish to attend, please notify:

Mr. M. L. Lustgarden
Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center
North Severn
Annapolis, Md. 21402
Phone: (301) 267-2554

STANDARDS NEWS

NEW STD ON EM RADIATION is being published by IEEE for the ANSI. It deals with "Techniques and Instrumentation for the Meas of Potentially Hazardous EM Rad at Microwave Freq" & has already been adopted by the O.D. The cost is $5 and it is avail from the IEEE Standards Office, 345 E. 47th St., New York, N. Y. 10017
In the beginning the frequency bands were unformed and void, with no intelligence on the receivers of sound and music, and naught save static was heard through the land. A voice came from the deep saying "Let there be EMC", and there was EMC, and it was good. And EMC separated the intelligence from the static and the noise, and the people rejoiced in their cities and their tents.

ATLANTA

And Atlanta spoke unto the Newsletter saying, verily we have meetings, and we are prospering. On the 16th day of the 10th month of the previous year, Dr. R. W. Larson, who is an Associate Professor at the Technical Institute in Georgia, did lecture on the Electrical Car program at the Institute, and 14 did hear and approve. And on the 22nd day of the first month of the current year, 15 did sit in rapt attention while B. M. Jenkins who is a Research Engineer at the Experimental Station of the Institute did lecture on the Measurement of Spectrum Congestion in Urban Areas. And still the populace demanded more, so on the fifth day of the third month, Dr. A. T. Adams of the University of Syracuse did enlighten the populace on Method of Moments: An Introduction to Near Field and EMC Problems. And again in the fourth month, with Spring upon the land, there was discussed Electrical Safety in the Tents of Healing. And the people of Atlanta heard and were gladdened.

PHOENIX

And it came to pass in the first month that this Chapter chose to select its new officials, and they are Dwayne Awerkamp of Motorola as Leader; Harold Niles of General Communications as Assistant Leader; Ron Leland of Motorola as Scribe; Jim Martin of Arizona Public Service as Keeper of the Gold; and John Matteson of Honeywell as Master of Arrangements and Publicity. The leader has called the tribe to meetings, and on the 20th day of the ninth month of the previous year, only four and 10 did hear Alfred Eckersley of the clan of Boeing speak on a Test Jig for Shielding Effectiveness. And the leader was not satisfied with the response, so he called the tribe again to meet, and now a score less one did tour the Air Route Traffic Control Center on the 11th day of the 11th month. And the tribe was wrapped in the garments of the winter season, which by the water called Puget Sound does not suffer the body as does the winter in the place called Schenectady. So the tribe girded themselves in warm clothing and heard Jack Bridges of IITRI say...
Behold! for I have studied the Effects of Electromagnetic Pollution on Pacemakers. And it was now a full score and one that traveled on the 16th day of the first month to hear these words. And yet the leader would not rest, nor would he suffer the tribe to rest, calling them again on the first day of the season the Romans called Vernal to hear Dr. David Strawe of the clan of Boeing teach about Modeling of Unwilling Cables, and the tribe of EMC was greatly enlightened. So the tribe by the shores of the Sound of Puget are prospering and looking forward to greater meetings called by the leader Thomas Herring.

NEW JERSEY COAST

And thus it was that certain members of the tribe of EMC did settle in and around a Fortress called Monmouth, and because of the good works performed at the Fortress, the tribe of EMC waxed mighty. And they met on the fifth day of the last month to join in celebration of the holiday, and there were one score and ten, and the Leader did state that all present did enjoy a full measure of good spirits. And the Leader called the tribe to an assembly to hear Gregory Zwarecz of the clan of Honeywell, And the man Gregory is wise indeed, for he causes the shining silver machines to rise in the air at his command. And he did speak about Research Aircraft Visual Environment, and this happened in the dining halls of Rosie of Grady in the village of Eatontown, and it was the 15th day of the second month. And the Leader claims that in the third month a Woman of Valor who has reached the pinnacle of studies was the great teacher, and the Leader exhorted all the members of the tribe to be at the meeting. And lo! the tribe at the fortress of Monmouth is prospering.

SAN FRANCISCO

And the members of the tribe of EMC who abide where the ground shakes and mighty bridges span the water near the city have met on the 20th day of the 11th month, and one score and ten were enlightened when William Berger of the clan of Philco-Ford WDL did speak on Semiconductor Failure Analysis. And the sages Dick Krasner of the clan of National Semiconductor, and Alan K. Johnson of the clan of LMSC did assist the man William in his speaking. And on the 18th day of the second month still another group lead by Dr. Roy Amara who is also the Leader of the clan of the Institute of the Future, and Fred Nichols who is the leader of the clan of ElectroMagnetics, and Dr. Harold Gumbel of the clan of Philco-Ford WDL did teach on Technological Forecasting and Assessment and the Status of the EMC Engineer. Thus it was that the tribe of EMC does not let the occasional shaking of the ground cause them to falter.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

And it came to pass on the 17th day of the fifth month that the members of the tribe of EMC who assist the leaders of the nation did convene and hear Mr. David B. Colby of the Office of Telecommunication Policy. And the sage David was very wise, for he was able to explain "OTP Circular 11-A Policy to Assist Planning for Use of the Spectrum Space". And the leaders of the tribe did choose new leaders from among the multitude, and they were William Gamble as Leader, and John Leopold as Assistant Leader, and George Hoggan as Scribe. And the tribe did celebrate the meeting with the sage David with a feasting and with strong drink. And the members of the tribe did drink and eat, and were satisfied.

CHICAGO

And there was an exceeding great city, and it was so large that one would journey three days from end to end. And myriads of people sojourned there, and it was on the shores of a great lake. And there was fear in the councils of the tribe of EMC that the members in the great city had deserted the tribe. But there came a message from the Leader, Steve Smandra, saying Behold! we are yet part of the tribe, and therefore should you still consider us. And the Scribe, Howie Wolfman, did report that on the 14th day of the second month the tribe did meet to learn about the FCC Van. And the Scribe Howie did indicate that the tribe was recovering from the great Convocation in the previous year, and that the elders of the tribe did confuse and confound the name of the Scribe Howie with the name of the Leader Steve, and that messages were transmitted incorrectly. And the Scribe did indicate that all is well with the tribe in the big city.

MOHAWK VALLEY

And the tribe of EMC did adopt the name of the warriors with the bronze skin, and their members of the tribe were active in pursuing the goals of the tribe. And the tribe did convene on the 10th day of the 10th month of the previous year, and they did hear Dr. Demetrius T. Paris of the Institute of the Future, and Fred Nichols who is the leader of the clan of ElectroMagnetics, and Dr. Harold Gumbel of the clan of Philco-Ford WDL did teach on Technological Forecasting and Assessment and the Status of the EMC Engineer. The topic was indeed difficult, and on the 22nd day of the third month did arrive Mr. Delmar C. Ports, who is Vice President of Engineering of the National Cable Television Association, and he did speak to one score and nine on CATV. And this was a subject of interest.
to all men, for it would provide learning and entertainment in their leisure hours. And still the leaders of the tribe persevered, and they rewarded the multitude with a discussion wherein Professor James Whalen who is a teacher at SUNY Buffalo, and the members of the tribe did prophecy on RF Pollution and the future of the technology. And this was on the 17th day of the fifth month. And the prophesies are shrouded in mystery, for no man can predict the future. And the tribe did select new leaders, and they are Thomas Baldwin of the clan of Atlantic Research who is the Leader, and Gerald T. Capraro of the clan of Rome Air Development Center who is the Surrogate Leader, and Kenneth R. Starkelewicz of the clan of Rome Air Development Center who is the Scribe. And the tribe prepared for the changing of the seasons and for the continuing of their good works.

METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

And in the greatest city there was a mighty grouping of the tribe, and they do convene one time every new moon. And in the multitude of their meetings they do tap new sources of wisdom, and in their wisdom they all do become wise men. And their meetings were held on the 15th day of the 11th month, in which they learned Radiation Hazards Measurements, and their teacher was E. E. Aslan of the clan of Narda, and on the 13th day of the 12th month the teacher, A. G. Zimablatti taught on the methods of conducting the Great Symposium in the summer, and on the 17th day of the first month the tribe did consider the protection of the materials of the tribe from the great electric spark in the sky, and on the 21st day of the second month the tribe did ponder the Philosophy of Tests. And the teachers for these two meetings were from the clan of Grumman, and these men are wise indeed as they are skilled in the manufacture of the great silver birds that carry men through the Heavens. And in the third and fourth month and even unto the fifth month were there meetings, and members of the tribe became learned in the conducting of the Great Symposium. And in the sixth month the Great Symposium took place, and members of the tribe from the far corners of the earth convened and paid homage to the elders and wise men of the tribe. And the wise men taught and prophesied and the members waxed mighty in their knowledge.

PACIFIC AREA COMMITTEE

And there was a mighty ocean, so great that no man could cross it alone. And in the center of this ocean there were islands, and their names were in beautiful but alien tongues. And on the island named Hawaii there lives and works a man wise in the ways of EMC. And this man did organize and establish the tribe of EMC in all the islands of the great ocean, and in the lands on the western shores also. And this was mighty undertaking, as the men of the tribe were many cubits distant one from the other. And yet meetings of the tribe were held, and the work progressed. And on the fifth day of the second month the tribe did meet and heard the guest teacher Dr. Minozuma, and he did teach on Radio Noise Interference for Frequency Management Automobile Radio Noise and its Suppression Methods, and on the 18th day of the fourth month again the tribe met on the island, and the teacher was Richard Snell, and he did teach on the leaders and their duties in the works of the tribe that live on the islands of the ocean. And the warm winds did blow from the ocean, and all men basked in the warm breeze, and the sounds of the musical instruments with strings of steel were heard, and EMC was assured.

And thus it came to pass that this is the last column I will be writing. It's been a wild five years--FIVE YEARS--that has seen me through three jobs, and has seen the rise and fall of EMC Chapters all around the country. But now I'm just about out of the EMC Business, and it's really tough to follow it as closely as a Group Newsletter column requires. With a fairly firm hand (but with just a trace of catch in my throat) I pass the guidon to the new Associate Editor. To all who have sent me news and stuff--thank you. To all who have sent best wishes--thank you too. And best wishes from here for bigger and better EMC!

NOTICE #5 TO MIL-STD-461

Issue dated 6 March '73 and circulated through EIA G-46 EMC Committee. Notice is applicable to mobile electric power (MEP) and supersedes MEP requirements of Notices 3 and 4. Preparing activity - Navy - under project EMLS 0049, released without the benefit of review by Industry. MS-461A/462 Revision is scheduled for release between June and Sept. '73. Expanded introduction, intent of document for tailoring to specific use system and unique test methods for hand tools, pwr lines, MEP and jet engines are expected to be most significant revisions. MS-449D dated 22 February '73 should be available shortly. It is written in the format to be included in MS-462 for similar test procedures. MIL-HDBK-232 "Red/Black Handbook" dated 14 November '72 is now available, MIL-HDBK-235 release scheduled for June, EM Radiations, Environ. Consid. for Design & Procurement of Electric Equipment; 3 part document, 2nd and 3rd parts classified.
Nomographs for Electronics, by Robert L. Peters, 276 pages cloth bound $27.50, Cahner Publishing Co., 89 Franklin St., Boston, Mass. 02110, 1972

This is a collection of 131 nomographs by the author that had appeared in a number of periodicals serving the engineering community. They are designed for the practicing engineer for immediate application in solving engineering problems.

The book is organized into 12 chapters to cover the following subject areas: AC and DC networks, transistors and tubes, time dependency, magnetic design, control systems and response, heat, capacitors, delay lines, filters, inductors and solenoids, relays, motors and generators.

According to the author, the input-output relationships in the nomographs presented in this book have been optimized to minimize reading error. Many of the nomographs provide better accuracy than obtained from the slide rule and the answers that are provided are suitable for use in varied engineering situations. Most of the nomographs are linear alignment graphs. The very few exceptions are not difficult to use. The author has employed a system of handling the scale magnitudes with positive or negative exponents of the base ten. This allows a wide range of values for the parameters involved in each problem.

Each chapter is introduced with a list of abbreviations and symbols. These are followed by a section of equations on which the nomographs are based. Most of the nomographs can be used for more than one type of problem. The organization of the material in the book has been carefully planned. Nomographs can be located through the table of contents or by reference to the "Index and Nomograph Locator" in the back of the book.

After reviewing this book, one is tempted to equate the nominal investment for the book against the price of a minicomputer capable of a much more universal application including even balancing the check book. Admittedly, there are a number of nomographs or equations in the book that will push the lower price range minicomputer beyond the range of its capability, but it seems clear that many nomographs will find it hard to hold their own against the little computer.

James S. Hill
RCS Service Company
Springfield, Virginia


This treatise on shielded enclosures was prepared by the author in support of his claims for the superiority of the double electrically isolated room. The author has developed a patented method of construction in demountable sections. This enables simple construction methods for a complex type structure as well as ease of demounting for relocation of the room.

Erik Lindgren has long been an advocate of the double electrically isolated shielded room which is constructed as a complete inner shield enclosure within a complete outer shield enclosure. Even the door maintains the electrical isolation of the two shields. Complete isolation can be maintained but, in most practical applications, the inner and outer shield walls are connected together at the point of entrance of the power lines and also grounded at that point.

The author documents his case of the double isolated shielded room by including nine complete test reports of measurements on the types of rooms mentioned above. The measurements were made on rooms using various shielding materials such as 3 ounce cooper, 24 gauge steel, cooper screen, bronze screen, as well as combinations of copper and steel sheet material. All of the shielding effectiveness tests were reported to be conducted by an independent laboratory under the direction of a registered professional engineer.

The book also includes detail drawings which show the ingenious design of the patented panels which are used in the construction of the double electrically isolated shielded room. The frame clamps are designed so that the bolts do not penetrate the inner shield and the door latching hardware maintains isolation between the inner and outer handles while providing smooth operation of the door mechanism.

The author has presented a case to clear up some of the confusion which has existed regarding the relative merits of "cell type" and "double electrically isolated" shielded enclosures. He points out that the Naval Air Development Center Report on "Theory, Design, and Engineering Evaluation of Radio-Frequency Shielded Rooms"
purported to show that both the isolated and not isolated rooms had identically the same attenuation figures. This was not true because testing of a double electrically isolated RF room was not done at NADC as part of the report.

This book should be of interest to anyone who works in a shielded room or who is contemplating procurement of a shielded room for an EMI, EMC, or TEMPEST type measurement program.

NEW HOME STUDY COURSES IN ELECTRO-TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE THRU IEEE

Four newly-developed correspondence courses have just been made available. Prepared by the IEEE, Great Britain, course titles are: Field-Effect Transistors, Pulse-Code Modulation, Digital Instrumentation, Modern Control Theory.

The self-study courses are designed to provide an engineer who graduated between 5 and 20 years ago with opportunities to bring himself up to date in post-graduate subjects in electrical, electronics, and control engineering. Courses run continuously, and each student will be associated with an individual instructor who will advise and comment on his progress. Although the time a student can devote each week to his studies will vary, courses have been designed with the intention that individual lessons and their test questions should occupy, for the average student, about six hours and should be completed within two weeks. In this way the normal duration of each course will be in the order of 30 weeks.

Courses commence at a level appropriate to the final year of a modern 4-year degree course in electrical/electronics engineering. Corollary texts are recommended for each course. Certificates are awarded students who have satisfactorily completed all of the written work.

IEEE members living in North, Central, and South America may enroll in any of these home-study courses for the same tuition paid by overseas members of the IEEE—$75.00 per course. The rate for non-IEEE members in the Americas is $120.00 per course.

A syllabus of each course may be obtained by writing to: Education Registrar, IEEE, 345 East 47th Street, New York, N. Y. 10017

CONNECTOR ARRESTS LIGHTNING

A lightning arrester connector for use in aircraft and missiles is now in production. It is said to be small, rugged, fast responding, and simpler than past devices. Ordinary connectors provide a potential pathway for lightning energy into electrical systems. The new connector diverts lightning energy and other electrical surges by dielectric-stimulated arcing, accomplished by use of materials having a high dielectric constant. This contributes to a voltage breakdown between conductors. Sandia Science News, Vol. 7, No. 4, December 1972, Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87115. (From "Explosives & Pyrotechnics" Published by the Franklin Institute Research Labs)

BIBLIOGRAPHIES ON WALSH FUNCTIONS

Computerized bibliographies on Walsh functions are maintained by Mrs. J. N. Bramhall, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, 8621 Georgia Ave., Silver Spring, Md. 20910; and by Mr. K. G. Beauchamp, Computing Center, Cranfield Institute of Technology, Cranfield, Bedford, England. Updated bibliographies are printed about once a year.

GEORGE UFEN LEAVES SIGNALITE

George R. Ufen has resigned effective June 1, 1973, as Western Manager of Signalite to become president of the recently incorporated G R U Asso. in Glendale, Ca. George was previously Western Manager for Fairchild Electro-Metrics and prior to this he was co-owner of an electronic manufacturers representative group.

G R U Associates is an electronic manufacturers representative firm. They will offer technical engineering sales in the EMP, transient, EMC/RFI and technical component areas in Southern California. Sandy Ufen has been appointed secretary of the Corporation.